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Serenity Champagne 
Mirage Blind

Banlight Duo FR Angora Roller Blind



Do you need 
interior inspiration?

Look no further than our new Autumn/Winter 2020/21 lookbook. We have taken the 
four key trends of the season and put them all in one place so that you can easily 

create top trending looks within your home. The lookbook is bursting with the latest 
trending colours and patterns for the upcoming season. 

Apply our interior tips with your own creative twist to create a visual masterpiece. 

Dive into Autumn/Winter with Style!

Sensa Lime Roller Blind



Bohemian Lounge
Bohemian Lounge is a trend inspired by the 70’s. Bohemian Lounge focuses 
on blending the outdoors inside the home. The colour palette is made up of 
rich orange-reds with a clash of lilac and amber. These colours are bold and 
cheerful and reflect optimism. Combine deep amber, pumpkin and plum 
tones with cooler mint green and fresh lilac shades to provide contrast and 
add a contemporary feel. 

Palette Copper Roller Blind

Grid Mulberry Pleated Blind 

Palette Saffron Roller Blind 

Tangerine Venetian Blind



Lima Rose Roman Blind 

Rose Gold Venetian Blind

Banlight Duo FR Pink Roller Blind

Palette Dusky Pink 
Vertical Blind

Balmore Heather Roman Blind and Alegra Rose Curtain 

Elemental
Elemental focuses on de-cluttering and creating a home environment that is minimalist with a 
calming and inviting atmosphere. Elemental takes inspiration from the elements and the essential 
things in life. Creating that elemental feel within the home has never been easier. Open fires and 
scented candles are the perfect accessories to complement warming paired back interiors that 
are simplistic but instantly create a homely feel. The Elemental colour palette is timeless; pastel 
and plaster pink neutrals dominate this palette combined with complementary accents of warm 
and cool greys and charcoal tones. Together these tones create a soft earthy palette that radiates 
comfort and stability within the home. 



Reign Olive

Maverick Navy Curtain
Bottle Green Venetian Blind 

Banlight Duo FR Ocean Roller Blind 

Cabinet of  Curiosities
Cabinet of Curiosities is an eclectic winter trend that captures the spirit of 
contemporary wonder. Individualism is key for this trend and encourages 
being creative and bringing your own personal tastes to your home interiors. 
Style this look with unconventional patterns, textures and intriguing shapes. 
Cabinet of Curiosities has a bold colour palette of clashing colours of 
blues, greens and purples. The combination of these colours intensifies the 
contemporary feel of a maximalist home. 



Infusion ASC Raspberry Pleated Blind

Oasis Teal Roman Blind and Curtis Indigo Curtain

Houston Pearl Vertical Blind 

Glamorous Times
Glamorous Times is a winter inspired trend that radiates style, elegance and glamour. 
Geometric patterned prints, textiles and furniture are key pieces for this winter story 
and are inspired by Viennese Modernism and Art Deco. Combine these patterns with 
Shimmering metallics and plush velvets to add a touch of softness. Taking inspiration 
from Viennese Modernism and Art Deco, the Glamorous Times palette has a high 
contrast colour theme made up of black and off-white monochrome contrasts, 
rich jewel tones of ruby, sapphire and emerald, to soft pastel tonal shades that will 
harmonise the look and create refined and elegant home interiors.



www.stylestudio.co.uk

Infusion ASC Micro White Pleated Blind

Poise Mint Mirage Blind


